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● The science dealing with the phenomena 
of the atmosphere, especially the 
weather

● MY SO will focus on 3 main topics:
○ Synoptic Meteorology
○ Tropical Meteorology
○ Radar Meteorology

What is Meteorology?

Source: nationalgeographic.org



Synoptic Meteorology Intro
● Synoptic meteorology is weather at a large scale

● The study of synoptic meteorology concerns how features like the jet 
stream and surface fronts influence sensible weather

● Through examining large-scale patterns, atmospheric scientists can 
understand the dynamics behind severe thunderstorms, snowstorms, 
flash flooding, and more!

● There are numerous “tools” and types of plots to help meteorologists 
comprehend the atmosphere at the synoptic scale



Tools of synoptic meteorology 
● Dozens of offices across the US launch weather balloons twice a day, 

creating a “snapshot” of the vertical atmospheric profile

● Each balloon launch generates data that can be plotted in a skew-T log-P 
chart, representing a vertical slice of the atmosphere at a point

● Computers generate plots of wind, temperature, humidity, and heights at 
different mandatory pressure levels, as measured by weather balloon

● Important information can be learned from both skew-Ts and these 
computer-generated plots



Tools: The Skew-t 
● Shows dewpoint, 

temperature, wind speed 
with height, which can be 
compared to moist/dry 
adiabatic “ideal” lapse rates

● Area between parcel lapse 
rate and temperature 
represents convective 
instability 

Source: weather.gov



Tools: The Hodograph
● A graph of wind direction and speed with height
● Helps forecasters determine kinematic profile, usually for convection

Source: weather.gov



Maps of synoptic meteorology
● Mid/upper level maps show jet stream location, which gives clues about 

where weather systems will develop, intensify, and move

● Low level maps show where advection is moving air masses

● Surface maps show where fronts and storm systems are located, which is 
crucial for understanding sensible weather



Synoptic Maps: Mid/Upper Level
● Maps of temperature, wind, heights at the 250mb, 300mb, 500mb 

mandatory pressure levels
● Show regions where jet stream winds are maximized (“jet streaks”), 

which feature conditions favorable for low-level system development

● Look for directional divergence, where 
heights move apart, and speed 
divergence, where speeds increase with 
movement, for low pressure 
development

● Can also be used to estimate bulk wind 
shear



Synoptic maps: low/mid levels
● Maps of temperature, wind, heights at the 700mb, 850mb, 925mb 

mandatory pressure levels
● Useful in showing movement of airmasses, aka advection

● Where wind moves with a 
perpendicular component to a 
parameter gradient, advection of that 
parameter is occuring in the direction 
of flow

● Also look at this level for low level 
kinematics, thermodynamics



Synoptic maps: surface
● Maps of weather systems at the surface
● Marked up with highs, lows, fronts, surface pressure

● Fronts mark surface airmass 
boundaries, typically along 
wind shifts responding to low 
pressure: cold, warm, 
stationary, occluded, dry-line

● Sensible weather responds 
largely to these features



The norwegian cyclone model
The typical lifecycle of a northern hemispheric surface low!

Source: weather.gov

Beginning Intensification Mature Dissipation



Forecasting severe thunderstorms
● Mesoscale phenomena that respond to synoptic-scale atmospheric 

processes

● Storms require a set of thermodynamic, kinematic parameters

● Thermodynamics: high convective instability (CAPE), which requires high 
dewpoints for latent heat release, high lapse rates for rapid updraft 
development

● Kinematics: high speed, directional shear; low level helicity for rotation, 
divergence aloft for synoptic lift



Tropical Meteorology Intro
● The tropics are around the Equator, roughly delineated by the Tropic of 

Cancer in the Northern Hemisphere and the Tropic of Capricorn in the 
Southern Hemisphere

● Therefore, tropical meteorology can be defined as the study of 
atmospheric structure and behavior in the area around the Equator

● This region has many unique features compared to other regions of the 
world due to its proximity to the Equator (e.g. higher and colder 
tropopause)



Tropical Cyclones Overview
● Called hurricanes in the Atlantic, 

but are called typhoons past the 
day-night line in the Pacific--both 
are tropical cyclones

● Classification: Both hurricanes and 
typhoons are classified depending 
on their maximum one-minute 
sustained wind speeds 

Source: www.nnvl.noaa.gov



Tropical Cyclones Formation 
● Tropical cyclone formation requires a 

variety of factors, the most notable 
perhaps being a high enough water 
surface temperature

● For example, one track a storm could 
take is starting in the Caribbean Sea 
before going west 

Source: worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov



El Nino
● A climate pattern most known for 

the change in ocean surface 
temperatures, specifically, 
anomalous warm water 
temperatures in the Tropical 
Pacific, though it also has many 
other effects on weather 

● This can have diverse effects on 
weather and society (e.g. the 
yields of fish catches brought in)

Source: noaa.gov



La Nina
● Can be considered the 

counterpart to El Nino

● Characterized by anomalous 
cool waters and the 
accompanying effects on weather

● Opposite effects of El Nino (e.g. 
while the lack of nutrient rich 
upwelling cold waters reduces 
catches of fish during El Nino, the 
opposite may occur for La Nina)

Source: climate.gov



Trade Winds and ITCZ
● Over the oceans, where the trade 

winds meet is called the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

● Exists roughly situated around the 
Equator, but the exact location can 
vary significantly seasonally 

● Also known as the doldrums because 
the lack of winds would commonly 
becalm sailing ships here

Source: earthobservatory.nasa.gov/



Wet and Dry Seasons
● Tropical regions do not have four 

seasons as the subtropics do.

● Instead, their precipitation cycles 
are dominated by wet and dry 
seasons, as a rain belt 
alternately passes over the 
northern and the southern 
tropics annually.

Example of a dry season
Source: fsu.edu



Lightning
● Lightning is the discharge of 

static electricity

● Typically, this is seen in powerful 
thunderstorms that have 
updrafts strong enough to cause 
collisions between precipitation 
particles to build up the 
necessary charge difference to do 
so

Source: scdhec.gov



Coasts and Flooding
● Many low-lying coastal regions in the 

tropics are vulnerable to flooding

● Most notably, when major storms like 
hurricanes or typhoons make landfall

● Predicting where these storms make 
landfall is key as well as taking proper 
courses of actions when it actually 
happens

Source: noaa.gov



Waterspouts
● Waterspouts are short-lived rotating 

columns of air over water

● Waterspouts are the most common in 
tropical areas but can also occur in 
subtropical areas

● They can occur under cumulus, 
cumulus congestus as well as 
cumulonimbus type clouds

Source: weather.gov



Radar Meteorology Intro
● Meteorology is the science dealing with the phenomena of the 

atmosphere, especially the weather

● Therefore, radar meteorology is the application of radar to the study of 
the atmosphere

● There are many functions that radar meteorology helps fulfill, including 
but not related to prediction, data acquisition, etc.



Radar Operation
● Essentially, for most radar systems, radio waves are emitted from an antenna

● What we look at is the reflected radio waves from the object we are 
observing.

● However, the data received must be first processed. In addition, the way that 
the waves are transmitted and received matters! (i.e angle of the antenna, 
receiver)

● Radar systems can be grouped together in networks and serve as a more 
powerful system than a single station can



Single Polarization Radar overview
● Can only send out horizontally polarized radar pulses

● When the radar pulse reaches the object, it will be scattered in all 
directions, with some reflected back towards the radar

View animation: https://www.weather.gov/images/jetstream/doppler/doppler_ani.gif

https://www.weather.gov/images/jetstream/doppler/doppler_ani.gif


Dual-Pol Radar
● Dual-pol stands for Dual-Polarimetric 

Radar

● Instead of sending out just a horizontal 
pulse, it can send out both a vertically 
and horizontally polarized pulse

● Compared to singly polarized radar, 
dual-pol radar can differentiate 
between precipitation types, so 
dual-pol can measure what regular 
radar can + more

View animation: 
https://www.nssl.noaa.gov/tools/radar/dualpol/

https://www.nssl.noaa.gov/tools/radar/dualpol/


Other types of radar Tools
● There are other ways to use radar 

than simply from ground-based 
stations

● Radar systems can be mounted on 
aircraft, ships and even vehicles!

● These specialized weather hunters 
can often carry a variety of other 
tools in addition to radar systems

Source: nasa.gov



Radar Data Processing
● It is very difficult to use just the raw data, 

needs to be processed somehow

● There are a variety of methods in which to 
display radar data

● Some focus on how much or how little 
reflected radio wave energy comes back

● Others might measure things like velocity 
or accumulated precipitation

Source: cbs6albany.com



Clutter and Artifacts
● Radar can be obstructed, depends on:

1. the amount of what is obstructing (can be 
non-meteorological or meteorological objects)

2. the angle that the radar beam is sent and 
received

● Can include: ground returns, sea returns, weather, 
buildings, birds and insects, certain sources of 
radiation

● Dual-Pol has ways of getting around this, but the key 
thing of note is that meteorologists must be able to 
distinguish what is clutter and what is not

Source: www.bom.gov.au



Radar + Severe Weather: Tornadoes
● The signatures of tornadoes can be 

deduced from radar screens

● Frequently, it is the larger storm 
and mesocyclone present that can 
be seen in a typical radar image

● These can be recognizable as 
certain radar signatures--as shown 
here, most famously, a hook echo

Source: weather.gov



Radar + Severe Weather: Hurricanes
● Radar can be used to analyze 

hurricanes as well

● For instance, radar can be used to 
find the structures of the 
hurricane like the eyewall, 
rainbands, and the eye

● These can be done through 
land-based as well as non 
land-based radars

Source: cdn.cnn.com



Radar + Severe Weather: Derechos
● Derechos are a line of fast 

moving thunderstorms

● Derechos have special radar 
signatures that show up on a 
radar screen and can be 
identified

A typical radar image of a derecho
Source:.weather.gov



Special thanks to Science Olympiad at Cornell for the 
development of this resource.


